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t is admirable to pursue a passion with heart-felt dedication. It becomes almost sublime when the dedication goes
a long way to touch a person’s life. Such is the dedication of Mr Anthony Tang of N’Rich Learning Centre Pte. Ltd.
His passion to enrich the lives of the younger generation with the light of education speaks volumes of the nobility
of his vocational dedication.
N’Rich Learning Centre was set up on December 2008 as a support network to provide quality coaching to those
who need assistance in learning. As implied by its mission statement ‘Inspiring Minds, Transforming Lives’, intrinsic to
its learning programme is a conscious endeavour to inspire students through motivation and challenge and transform
their mind sets to view setbacks as opportunities to learn and make positive changes in life.
N’Rich took humble roots at Kovan with a combined strength of staff and students that numbered hardly fifteen!
Today, it has more than quadrupled in its strength and has even extended to include other branches at Balestier and
Jurong West, indicating the growing breadth of its reach in the community.
There is not a shade of doubt that its powerhouse asset is Mr Tang himself. A trained teacher, Mr Tang had,
prior to N’Rich, served the teaching profession with distinction for ten years, mostly as a Head of Department
(HOD) for Information Technology (IT) and Subject Head of the Sciences. These leadership posts gave him the
authority to break away from outdated didactic teaching methods and adopt, in its stead, a variety of learning styles,
creative methodologies and teaching strategies that connected students to the real world. These initiatives honed
his leadership skills and further developed his prowess as an educator. By the time Mr Tang helmed N’Rich, he had
gained much maturity and insight, both as a leader and educator.
What gives N’Rich its distinctive identity is its quality of services. Students study in small groups through personalized
instruction from trained facilitators in an emotionally uplifting environment. Teaching is customised to meet the
different learning needs of the students. There are discussions and hands-on sessions that allow staff and students
to interact and learn from shared information. Parents lend moral support and add a homely and secure ambience
with their involvement. They keep track of their children’s progress, provide feedback and join in the celebrations of
their children’s success.
N’Rich was not without teething problems in its infant days, but through sheer grit and determination and an unwavering
belief that education has the power to transform lives, Mr Tang steered on and established it as an institution that
makes a difference to those with learning challenges.
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Why N'rich Learning Centre?
•Small Class Size (Max: 8)
•Dedicated and Experienced Tutors
•Innovative Teaching, Differentiated Learning

Inspiring Minds, Transforming Lives
(Registered with the Ministry of Education)

www.nrichlc.com

Main Branch
Blk 203, Hougang St 21, #01-63 (2nd storey), S(530203)
Tel: 6343 0594 / 8126 6318 | Fax: 6343 0926

Email: n.richlc@gmail.com

Subsidiary Branches
Balestier Branch
Blk 1, Thomson Road, Balestier Hill Shopping Centre,
#03-330E, S(300001)
Lakeside Branch
Blk 503, Jurong West Ave 1, #03-849, S(640503)

Tuition for all core academic subjects
ranging from Secondary to Junior College.
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